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Superhero Brick Wall
by Disney Family

https://family.disney.com/activity/superhero-brick-wall/
 

What better way to show off super strength than to break through a
(pretend) brick wall? Collect cardboard boxes and transform them into a

brick facade with red and black paint, and a little imagination.
 

What You’ll Need: Cardboard boxes, Tacky glue or hot glue, Red acrylic
paint, Black acrylic paint, Paintbrushes, Newspaper or a large tarp to cover

your workspace.
How To: Prepare your workspace with newspaper or a large tarp. If your
boxes are flattened, assemble them with a fast-acting tacky glue or a hot

glue gun. Use books to hold the box in place until the glue dries. 
Paint a coat of red over the front and sides of each box. Let dry. Once the
red paint is dry, stack the boxes into a wall formation. Use black paint to

draw bricks on the front of the boxes. Visualize the entire wall and
connect the lines across from box to box. 

Let dry .
 

To play, stack the boxes up, and burst through the wall to save the day!

Totoro
from Pink Stripey Socks 

http://www.pinkstripeysocks.com/2015/06/totoro-kids-craft-
cardboard-toilet-roll-paper-plate.html

One of the most recognizable characters from Studio Ghibli, Totoro
is a cute, fuzzy forest guardian. While this one won't do well

outdoors, he makes a cute decoration indoors!
 What you'll need: 

Empty toilet paper rolls, grey paint or crayon, black paint or
permanent marker, white paint or crayon

 
How to: Draw two ears, and head for Totoro. Cut along the line you
drew to shape his head. Draw on his eyes, belly, wiskers, and nose.

Color or paint. Let dry,. Use Totoro as a puppet, or to decorate a
shelf.



Flying Dragon 
by Ellen Russell, Create in the Chaos

 
What You'll Need: Paper dragon, Paperclip, Scissors, Glue, Coloring supplies

 
You can see a video of how to put the dragon together here: 

 https://www.createinthechaos.com/printable-flying-craft-dragon-paper-airplane/
 

How to: Color the dragon. Fold the dragon in half, and then fold the sides down. Fold the
wings the same way. Glue the wings onto the dragon. Add a paperclip to the tip of the dragon.

Let it fly!




























